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DEMOCRATIC CUSTOM V
INTERNATIONAL CUSTOMARY LAW
Nicole Roughan*

This article responds to the criticism that customary international law is undemocratic, by arguing
that the criticism takes too narrow a view of conceptions of democracy and custom. The author
suggests that democracy can be conceived as a process of participation rather than representation;
and presents a conception of "compound custom" which combines the elements of custom as a
source of law, as a mode of rights, and as a foundation of interaction. With this conception of
compound custom in mind, customary international law has a greater democratic potential.

I

INTRODUCTION

There are many senses in which rule by custom appears, on its face, to fall short of
contemporary ideals of democracy. It does not seem democratic, for example, to rely on a social
system in which ingrained community practices and beliefs, or those which the elites of those
systems sustain, are relied upon unquestioningly or without public accountability. It does not seem
democratic to leave the development and change of the content of custom to the "powers that be"
and the gradual evolution of dominant social values they purport to reflect, rather than putting such
values to the public for formal approval. Custom appears to be an undemocratic mode of order
because it lacks the very formalism and rational approach to decisionmaking which most
democracies consider vital for solving problems of disagreement. At the international level these
problems – the rule of power, the dominance of particular projected values, and widespread
disagreement – are amplified both between and within States, rendering custom a seemingly
unhelpful and unattractive basis for a legal system.
It is therefore unsurprising that amidst the contemporary concern in international legal theory to
explain international law's legitimacy, "customary international law" has come in for significant
criticism.1 The prevailing account of customary international law imports the most obvious
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characteristic of customary order – that it is practicebased – to refer to law made informally by
States, and it consequently imports the same democratic concerns which might at face value be
applied to custom generally. Specifically, where concern centres upon the legitimacy of
international law's implications for domestic law, there are common concerns that customary
international law may be an insidious threat to national democracy – particularly in those systems in
which it is a part of rather than merely an influence upon domestic law.2 Similarly, where the
assessment focuses upon the international level itself, customary international law is criticised both
for its noncompliance with the "rule of law",3 and its apologism for State power,4 resulting in a
failure to provide equal participation opportunities to substantively unequal States.
This article argues, however, that closer and more conceptual attention needs to be given to the
nature of both custom itself and the theory of democracy it is measured against. With such attention
emerges a more basic and largely neglected sense in which custom does accord with democratic
social regulation and constitution. It is the sense in which democracy is not primarily about
majority decisionmaking and the election of representatives, but rather a concept of direct
participation with less formal mechanisms for accountability and authorisation; and whereby custom
is not merely a source of formalrational law, but is an interactive process through which the
foundations of the legal system are constituted and upon which rules are built. This author has
argued elsewhere that the orthodox conception of custom upon which customary international law
doctrine relies is just one of several possible conceptions.5 This article aims to take the more
broadly conceived notion of custom which that work suggests, and to consider its democratic
credentials. It argues that the two concepts – custom and democracy – may sit more naturally
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together than international legal theory has thus far allowed, and suggests that a reconceived
paradigm of custom – taking into account a broader picture of its relationship to law and authority
and its participatory function and potential – might be a more useful conception of custom in
thinking about an ideal of democratic international law.
The project in this way is driven by the momentum within legal scholarship of looking more
closely at social lawmaking and governance processes, rather than the characterisation of law and
authority as being topdown, formal phenomena.6 However, whereas much of this momentum has
resulted from law and economics advocacy of the efficiency of such bottomup regulation, or
critical legal studies attempts to redistribute power in favour of greater democratic legitimacy, 7 this
account suggests that custom itself can claim normative authority, and can be democratically
legitimate.
A Revisiting Democracy Theory
This article argues that, while the attempts to increase the uptake of representative democracy at
the international level are important, the juncture between democracy theory and international law is
not exhausted by the notions of representation and formal institutions. Here, the focus moves away
from procedures of formal representation and its blinkered corollary of attention to formal
institutions, to a discussion of the theory of participatory democracy and its relationship to the most
informal of international legal institutions: international legal custom or "customary international
law". It asks whether, as an inherently participatory institution, custom itself can be considered
democratic; whether existing conceptions of custom in international law provide for such an ideal of
participation; and how a participatory democratic vision of custom might relate to more formal
mechanisms of representation and accountability.
A renewed attention to democratic theory is not merely a logical place to begin a study of the
correlation between democracy and the informal institution of custom; it can be more generally
justified by the desire to appeal to democracy as a legitimating feature of international law. In a
legal system, the overwhelming appeal of democratic practices and principles is that they allow law
to claim authority over subjects in a way that is more legitimate and justifiable for the involvement
of those subjects in lawmaking. Or, from a political perspective, democracy accords subjects "a
certain degree of political control over the actions of representatives who are invested with powers
over their public decisionmaking".8 In both the legal and political respects, there is the sense that
6
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ultimate authority (and the "authorship" of official action) rests with the relevant public rather than
those selected to represent them. Characterised in this manner, democratic practices and principles
have an obvious appeal for international lawyers looking to articulate the missing legitimating link
to sustain the authority of international law over its subjects.
However, the analysis of the democratic credentials of international law cannot be considered
only in relation to the standard image of modern democratic practice – one which deemphasises
participation and is primarily concerned with representation. This starting point stems from the
brand of democracy theory most often articulated in political science and theory, which has largely
retreated from the "classical" notion of participation by "the people" in governance to the fallback
reality of individual apathy, falling voting rates, and a general absence among some populations of
"democratic will".9 The shift turns attention from questions of how best to activate and engender a
democratic will in a participatory democracy, to a more specific focus upon the institutions of
representative democracy. In particular, detailed analysis is conducted of the activities of the
representatives and the processes of their selection, demanding that electoral processes give voting
publics an opportunity to authorise representatives to act on their behalf, and holding representatives
accountable for actions noncompliant with majority will.10 Even where legal and political
authorities are not themselves elected, the representative democratic ideal requires that they be held
indirectly to account through a more or less formal separation of powers which connects all State
branches in a centralised structure.11 The image of democracy is therefore situated within a
landscape of the State which has a "constitutionalised allocation and coordination of public roles
and responsibilities".12
There is therefore an immediate question whether this image of democratic theory is an
appropriate one in a global system where power is frequently decentralised, marked by conflicting
constitutions, and at times exercised by private agents as much as public representatives.13 Further,
there is a question mark over the existence of a "public" or demos in the international system, and, if
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it exists, whether it is fundamentally cosmopolitan or communitarian in nature.14 Amongst those
theorists willing to consider that democratic theory has some place in international theory – and not
all do15 – debate is situated around the extent to which the international system provides for
democratic outcomes either through decisionmaking processes which look like those of national
democracies, or through an indirect democratic "trickledown" process which requires that
international institutions be accountable to States, as an international "public", which is in turn
accountable to national populations.16 In both cases, the emphasis is upon the procedures with
which democracy is associated: majority decisionmaking, elections and deselections, and other
formal avenues for representation and accountability.
A theory of participatory democracy, in contrast, maintains that the existence of representative
institutions "is not sufficient for democracy".17 Rather, participatory democracy requires the direct
participation of individuals or groups in decisionmaking processes; the notion of rule "by the
people" rather than their formal representatives. It stems from the classical theories of democracy
associated with Rousseau and Mill, and as such is subject to the wellknown criticisms that direct
participation generating consensus in accordance with a "general will" is impossible in a pluralist
society, impracticable in a dispersed society, or merely a rhetorical cover for the interests of elites.
Modern accounts of participatory democracy, however, reframe the classical theories to emphasise
the important educative function of participation rather than its determination of particular (liberal)
outcomes, suggesting that participation is required within and beyond the governmental sphere to
generate a "democratic character" upon which more formal democratic processes then rely.18 To
this they add contemporary perspectives guided by the facts of social pluralism, and analyse the
nature of participation in nongovernmental spheres as well as those within State structures so as to
construct a more complete picture of the practice of democracy. 19 In essence, contemporary theories
of participation argue that democracy is impossible without a society with the necessary skills to
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participate, but they do not wholly depart from the Rousseauian premise that through participation,
there is likely to be greater acceptance of collective decisions.20
At the international level, two distinct levels of participation may be identified relating to
different conceptions of the relevant demos.21 First, we can analyse the extent of participatory
democracy among States involved in international fora, while on the second tier of participation is
the concern to involve private individuals and groups in the international lawmaking process. The
task of trying to improve international law's democratic scorecard may be undertaken on either or
both levels, but with quite different implications. In the realm of custom, for example, taking
account only of conduct at the official State level offers nothing to the goal of participatory
democracy among citizens of those States, unless those States happen to be in the minority of
countries that are both substantially democratic and sufficiently outwardlooking that democratic
participation can drive their international practice. To enhance international participatory legitimacy,
a solution might be to prioritise the actions of democratic States in an assessment of the customary
rules arising from practice,22 but this offends against democratic principles on the first tier of
analysis which favours democratic processes as between States. The remaining option is then to
insist upon the possibilities for participation amongst all States, but to expand the class of relevant
participants in the formation of custom, to include the nonState actors who might otherwise be
denied opportunities to either participate or be represented.23
This extension needs to be done with some care. It would be overly simplistic, and likely
incorrect, to equate the increasing level of participation by nonState actors with a positive
democratic outcome, for such participation is only a step in the direction of democracy to the extent
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that it actually increases peoples' (or groups') participation in the formation of the rules that govern
them. Some sceptics have argued that the degree of participation does not reach this level – and
indeed on a model of rules and rulemaking which focuses solely on decisional power that criticism
would seem accurate.24 However, on a model of rules and rulemaking which includes attention to
the background meanings and expectations which generate rules, it becomes harder to diminish the
role of participation by nonState actors in this way. They may not have a controlling role, but they
will have a role in shaping the perceptions about behaviour which gain currency in the international
community.25 I argue that the reconception of custom, in which custom includes this foundational
constitutive process below the level of specific rules, provides for this participatory ideal.26
So conceived, there is a sense in which the international system appears an ideal theoretical
example of participatory democracy. The decentralised and dispersed nature of the community
seems to require the type of deliberation aimed at producing some consensus over action
characteristic of the deliberative type of participatory democracy. 27 The practice probably fails to
measure up to the deliberative ideal – it is unlikely that the enormous range of international actors'
views can be properly presented, let alone considered – but the degree of attention to deep and wide
participation accords well with the significant increase in international actors; both more states and
more nonstate actors.28 An assumption that those in favour of the nonState actors' role evidently
share is that participation in international practice ought to extend beyond States, even though non
State –actors are not usually representatives in the normal democratic sense. There are then
derivative concerns about the accountability of nonState actors, which can be used to limit the
ultimate level of authority that nonState participants are thought to deserve.29 What is interesting
about these accounts for this study, however, are the starting points of participatory democracy
rather than representative accountability, the notion that nonstate actors may even offer a
democratic check on the powers of formallyelected representatives, and the extent to which non
State actors' nonauthoritative role turns out to be critical in the accounts of customary law which
follow.
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The participatory model of democracy, therefore, through its focus on the level of participation
rather than representation, draws attention to the constitutive process which engenders different
opinions and interests of actors at both the domestic and international levels. Democracy in this
light is a matter of participation and interaction among all groups – including those who are
ultimately overruled by countervailing interests, and those whose interests are ultimately satisfied.
For international law, this notion that participation is foundational and crucial to any overlaid
structure of representation implies that lawmaking processes may start at a more basic and societal
level than orthodox theories have explained.
B Revisiting Conceptions of International Custom
The realm of customary international law presents the most potential for this type of
participatory activity and analysis. Indeed custom might be understood at its core to be a matter of
social participation, ripe for the type of democratic input which participation engenders. Currently,
however, where consideration is given to custom in international law against a model of democratic
legitimacy, it is conceived of as an institution which must stack up against the modern ideals of
democratic legitimacy understood to require direct accountability and authorised representation.30
This article challenges that assumption by considering the democratic credentials not of the
orthodox notion of custom, but of a reconceived notion which better accounts for the role of custom
in international law. It therefore sets up the idea of orthodox customary international law – as a
doctrine which can be applied in legal argument where facts satisfy the criteria of state practice and
opinio juris – against the idea that custom is actually something more basic, more social, and less
formulaic than that. Rather than repeating the concern that customary international law doctrine is
undemocratic because of the way it is applied and recognised, this paper argues that the doctrine is
"undemocratic" because of the particular conception of custom upon which it rests. With a
reconceived notion of custom reemphasising its social character, a more consistent picture can be
presented of custom alongside participatory democracy.
I have argued elsewhere that in international legal theory and in the relatively dispersed
philosophy of custom from which it draws ideas, the orthodox "source" conception of custom – the
notion that custom is itself nonlaw (or prelaw) but can be a source of law when it is formalised and
rationalised – is just one of three core paradigms of custom which can be identified.31 The second,
the "mode of rights" conception, posits custom as a separate system of norms and obligations which
is itself authoritative and need not be connected to or rationalised within a formalised legal system.
Third, some treatments of custom move away from any direct association with authoritative rules,
and treat custom as a foundation or framework of interaction through which basic principles of
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community life are generated. These three conceptions – the source conception, the mode of rights
conception, and the foundation conception – are not mutually exclusive. I have argued that although
they suggest different ideas about the role custom can and should play in the community in which it
resides, in the international system they may be understood together in a type of "compound
conception of custom".32

II

THE THREE CONCEPTIONS AND DEMOCRATIC THEORY

A Source of Custom Conception
At the international level, the source conception of custom considers that the practices of States
can constitute a source of law, however controversial and contested the actual process for
determining the content of that law.33 Although source accounts of custom disagree over the
relevant weight of material or normative elements, the processes they suggest for the delineation
between custom and law do not involve a formal process of States expressing approval. Rather, the
source conception considers legal rules to be derivable from either actual practice or ideal practice
(whether deductively or inductively), without any formal process of putting those practices or ideals
to a vote of approval in the manner of representative democracy. The resulting theories of
customary international law are therefore open to the criticisms that the lawformation process lacks
legitimacy due to a violation of "the basic notion of democratic governance among states",34 relying
on the assumption that law's authority should be derived from its credentials as being rational,
objectifiable, and based on the expressed consent of a majority of lawmakers.
These criticisms are powerful. If the only way of attributing State consent to rules – or the rule–
identifying process35 – is by trying to find that consent embedded in practice, then any democratic
legitimacy of the process must somehow also be sourced in that practice. This is far from compliant
with domestic representative democratic practice, but it is an open question whether such practice
might actually suggest the operation of direct participation in the lawmaking process. With States
considered the paradigmatic lawmakers in the system, their lawmaking practices, through custom,
could be regarded as authoritative conduct, with the weight of practice by the majority being
accorded status as law. However the making of that law is conceived as a largely private (to each
State) and nondeliberative exercise, unlike the type of public interaction which drives the
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democratic domestic lawmaking process. The source conception's legitimacy is also threatened by
the wellknown difficulties of selecting which practices are to count, a process which cannot be
easily analogised to any sort of majority decisionmaking process.
The source conception's approach undeniably offers a tool for dealing with disputes over what
customs are to count and how they are to be applied, and in so doing provides potential for external
adjudication and ascertainment of rules. However, the desirability of the source conception is
contingent on the extent to which its claims of legitimacy accord with the methods and assumptions
it employs – and it cannot claim democratic legitimacy in the manner that it has in domestic law.
Whereas the domestic source conception is able to rely upon the ballot box as an ultimate arbiter to
settle unsettled custom – where majority interests indirectly provide formal, mediatory solutions to
problems of disagreement – the source conception of custom in international law can rely upon no
such intermediary representative process. The domestic source conception's assumption of a
pluralist society in which formal law serves to mediate between interests is inappropriate for the
international system, where formal posited law is perhaps not the obvious or dominant point of
concession, compromise, and dialogue to deal with value pluralism. The degree of division over the
appropriate legal institutions, the lack of democratic procedures in many formal institutions, and the
even more ingrained unequal abilities to utilise what procedures there are mean that relying upon
custom as a source of law precludes calling on the same democratic institutional protections that
offer a means of fairly selecting and interpreting from the array of relevant practice.
B The Mode of Rights Conception
The mode of rights conception of custom can perhaps appear more consistent with democratic
ideals through the removal of two blinkers which hinder the source conception. The source
conception's democratic credentials are blinkered not only by the idea that custom has legal
influence only where it can be formalised and rationalised into customary international law, but
more importantly by the notion that this rationalisation is undemocratic because it is an
unrepresentative, unaccountable practice. The mode of rights conception, by contrast, regards
custom as law (or its equivalent) in its own right, and so removes the need to apply some selective
rationalization test in order to determine whether custom is to "count" as law.36 This less formalistic
paradigm of custom triggers some of the more participatory features of custom as a social
practice.37 Although a customary mode of rights conception lacks a formal mechanism for
separating out desirable legal behaviours from other social or moral requirements, it is possible to
locate a normative evaluation of each practice as being built in to the customary mode itself.
Continued participation reflects an evaluation of the customary order, and the deeper or more
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widespread the participation, the more reliable are its evaluative outcomes. In this regard the de
facto order created through custom as a mode of rights can be seen as legitimate for its involvement
of participants in substantive outcomes.38
It may be, however, that the prioritisation of this de facto social practice as law, or equivalent to
law, is deeply unattractive despite its reflection of direct participation. The general absence of clear
procedures (let alone democratic procedures) to protect formal equality in the development of
customary rules would see a customary mode of rights fall short of much "rule of law" theory and
rhetoric. If the rules which emerge from custom as a mode of rights happen to be deeply
objectionable to some members, or are in violation of the rule of law requirements which act as an
additional constraint on domestic representative lawmakers, then regardless of the participatory
credentials of custom in this light it will still attract the type of criticisms usually leveled at the
source conception. That is, it will still seem to prioritise the conduct of the powerful at the expense
of the weak, and to fail to constrain the behaviour of those most powerful States.
Although it may be consistent with participatory democratic practice to encourage the
conception that what States do matters precisely because it is the conduct of participants in the
system, this model fails to level the playing field to allow for genuinely democratic participation in a
way that would give it normative significance.39 Instead, in an international community without a
basic set of values to provide an authoritative backdrop or even an interpretative framework, a
customary mode of rights approach is open to criticism that it is simply a manifestation of power
hierarchies without any substantial normative evaluation of content.40 It is direct participation, but
ultimately only a few get to participate and still fewer get to participate with any hope of influencing
the outcomes.
C Foundation Conception
The foundation conception of custom presents a still more participatory picture by according
weight to mass social interaction – by States and nonstate actors – as constitutive of social meaning
and normative beliefs, but importantly it does not link that interaction to any particular authoritative
structures or rules.41 It therefore has the advantage of looking beyond a formal or traditional
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authoritative structure from which law can be derived, in favour of attributing value to social
interaction and mass participation as the generator of a base structure of social order. Such a broad
conception of participation and interaction also suits the international system's increasingly diverse
membership and may ameliorate the inequality it embodies. That is, it allows the actual practices
making up social custom to include not only the relatively formal interaction involved in treaty
making or institutional debate, but also the responses or feedback to those interactions and the
experiences of those outside of the dominant, "greenroom" sphere. This means that rather than
requiring concrete State practice or even the formal expression of State opinions – neither of which
are options equally open to all States and certainly not to all peoples – practice can include informal
responses from any actor which may take root and sustain particular meanings. Where a State might
lack the power to contribute to custom in the manner the source conception requires, its concerns
may be highlighted, spoken for and represented by other advocates in the system, whose voices in
such matters may ultimately contribute to the establishment of shared meanings or expectations.
That is, they form part of the "interpretive community" from which rules and expectations emerge.
However, given the nonauthoritative nature of the interaction itself, which can only support and
not determine the operation of rules and normative institutions, the significance of the participatory
model is essentially limited. If custom were conceived of only as a foundation of social interaction,
able to generate any type of rule structure to which that community participation gave rise, there
would be no way to alleviate the risk that the rule structure might itself fall short of other democratic
ideals.

III

CONCLUSION: A RECONCEPTION OF DEMOCRATIC CUSTOM FOR
INTERNATIONAL LAW?

The three paradigms presented above do not, on their own, satisfy the impulse to enhance
international law's democratic legitimacy. Even taken against a model of participatory democracy,
they do not individually present a very convincing picture. The challenge now is to consider how the
insights from the closer attention to both democracy theory and the concept of custom may
contribute to a reconception of custom in international law so as to embody a more participatory
democratic ideal. This section proposes that a "compound" view of custom – which combines
aspects of these three paradigms – might present a more democratic picture.42 In the compound
conception, the foundation conception provides the core element of participation, which can reveal
whether there are agreed understandings about behaviour and rights and provide the social meaning
for the particular behaviour of a broad range of international actors. The mode of rights conception
in turn explains the observation by participants and commentators of actual customary rules and
principles that have surfaced as de facto regulators of behaviour. Finally, the source conception
offers the means of checking and assessing those de facto norms within a legal process, when their
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content, legitimacy, or appropriateness is contested. Such a compound view of custom positions the
normative authority of custom as being dependent upon (1) the sociallyconstructed understanding
of a particular type of behaviour, (2) the extent to which that behaviour is reflectively practised as a
de facto rule and (3) the assessment of any conflicting or ambiguous elements of the practice within
a formal legal process where what is at stake is not customary law, but a legal settlement of a
dispute which may have customary roots but which cannot be resolved through custom alone.
The advantage of the compound conception from a participatory democracy standpoint is that it
accords weight to the social action of participants in the international system – both State and non
State – to the extent that that interactive practice produces a stable normative outcome. It regards
social practice as capable of containing embedded normativity. Whether that outcome appears
simply by establishing that some behaviour is considered acceptable or social and some is not, or by
the reiterated and interactive practice of that behaviour among participants, it prioritises the fact of
participation itself as a direct legitimating force for the authority of custom. However, just as in the
domestic sphere where participatory democracy can only go so far in enabling legitimate
governmental authority, so too is it necessary to remain committed to regarding custom as one
source of law within a more formal disagreementresolving institution. If there is no stable
customary rule, with a clear customary meaning emerging from practice, then the need for
representative institutions to authoritatively determine one rule over another seems unavoidable.
Custom, although reflecting participatory democratic ideals in its social form, runs out just in case it
turns out that participation engenders disagreement.
Disagreement is not wholly inconsistent with custom, just as change and development are not to
be excluded from the concept of custom. Disagreement and instability do, however, reduce the
normative authority which any purported customary rule can claim qua custom. In the international
sphere, in particular, the risk in allowing areas of deep disagreement to be incorrectly regarded as
customary rules is that illegitimate measures may be utilised to force through one particular view.
Importantly, such measures cannot, on this conception, be deemed to be the enforcement of custom;
they are merely acts of power rather than exercises of the normative authority that custom itself can
have. The advantage of the compound conception is that it then builds custom into the solution of
dealing with the problems which relying upon custom can generate.
It does so by allowing custom to still operate as a source of law within a decisionmaking
institution, but where there is recognition that a choice is being made by a legal process between
claimed customs, not recognising that there is one dominant custom. This model therefore at this
stage shifts the democratic legitimacy focus back towards the decisionmaking institutions, so that
the challenge for international law, quite apart from any reflection on custom, is to consider how to
make these institutions – whether judicial or lawmaking – more democratic on the standard
representative theories.
However, although custom alone – even on a compound conception – cannot do all the work in
enhancing international law's democratic credentials, it can do some of this work. Custom is in
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many respects an extremely important type of law, generated directly through the interactive
conduct of participants and producing stable rules. Just as in domestic law where the customs of
particular groups – united by shared interests or identities – can be settled enough to be considered
authoritative by those participants, so too might custom govern in pockets of close interaction in
international law. Given that it is considered legitimate for its direct generation by participants, it
makes little sense to criticise customary law for being less than democratic because those
participants are not elected. That criticism confuses one tool of democratic practice – electoral
representation – with its desired outcome: the participation of subjects in the processes which
govern them.

